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Abstract
Machine Learning (ML) methods are increasingly used for spatial interpolation and
different strategies have been proposed to introduce space into the modelling and
validation phases. Nevertheless, a comparison of these methods under different
landscape autocorrelation ranges and sampling designs is still missing. This Mas-
ter Thesis investigates under which scenarios spatially-explicit ML modelling and
validation strategies are appropriate for spatial interpolation problems.
We designed a framework that allowed us to simulate predictor and outcome spatial
fields with different autocorrelation ranges, as well as samples with different number
of points and distributions. With these data, we tested different non-spatial and
spatially-explicit (coordinates, EDF, RFsp) Random Forest ML models and eval-
uated them using the simulated surfaces as well as different standard (Leave-One-
Out, LOO) and spatially-explicit (spatial buffer LOO, sbLOO) Cross-Validation
(CV) strategies. We developed a new method called Nearest Distance Matching
(NDM) to estimate the appropriate radius for sbLOO CV for spatial interpolation
based on sample distribution and landscape range, and compared it to state-of-the
art methods for radius search, only based on range.
While for short ranges non-spatial models were superior to spatially-explicit models
regardless of the sample size and distribution; for long ranges, spatial models per-
formed better under regular and random sampling designs, but not clustered and
non-uniform. CV results indicated that although LOO correctly estimated model
performance under random designs, it yielded overestimated errors for regular sam-
ples and underestimated errors for clustered and non-uniform designs under long
ranges. Results of sbLOO combined with NDM correctly addressed error underesti-
mation of LOO in clustered and non-uniform samples, whereas sbLOO based solely
on the range resulted in error overestimation for all designs under long ranges.
This Master Thesis provides important insights to the field of predictive mapping:
it elucidates in which cases spatially-explicit methods may be preferred, and es-
tablishes that state-of-the-art approaches for spatial CV designed to assess model
transferability are not suited for spatial interpolation and proposes an alternative.
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1.1 Spatial interpolation overview
The availability of spatially continuous data of environmental variables, as well as any other
variables varying continuously in space, is critical in a broad range of research fields and practical
applications. To name only a few examples, continuous maps of meteorological variables such
as air temperature and precipitation (Fick and Hijmans, 2017) are needed to model species
distribution and biodiversity (Veloz, 2009); soil maps (Hengl et al., 2017) are important to model
phenomena such as food productivity (Folberth et al., 2016); while air pollution maps (Beelen
et al., 2013) are required for exposure assessment in environmental epidemiology (Raaschou-
Nielsen et al., 2013) as well as policy-making.
Spatially continuous fields mostly use a raster model consisting on an array of cells forming a
grid, in which the value of each pixel represents the value of the variable at a given location
(Longley et al., 2005). Since the sampling process is often complex and costly (e.g. mete-
orological stations, soil profiles), only a limited set of geolocated measurements are typically
available. In this context, spatial prediction is the process whereby the value of a variable
measured at a limited set of locations is predicted for an unmeasured location (Longley et al.,
2005). In this Master thesis, we will focus in spatial interpolation in the geographic sense,
defined as prediction at unsampled locations within the study area from which the samples are
drawn (otherwise it is called geographic extrapolation) (Li and Heap, 2014)1. By predicting at
unmeasured locations, spatial interpolation allows to construct continuous surfaces of variables
discretely and finitely sampled (Li and Heap, 2014).
The process of performing a spatial interpolation can generally be divided into different phases
(Figure 1.1):
1. Sample design and collection: When possible, sampling campaigns are designed and the
target variable (i.e. the outcome) is measured. In many cases, sampling locations are
defined a priori (e.g. fixed monitoring stations, already existing samples).
2. Covariate collection: Spatially continuous predictors of the outcome are collected. Those
typically consist of remotely-sensed data (e.g. optical satellite bands and spectral indices,
1Note that there is an alternative definition for interpolation and extrapolation referring to the predictor
space (Meyer and Pebesma, 2020; Roberts et al., 2017)
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Figure 1.1: Spatial interpolation workflow overview.
Phiri and Morgenroth 2017), terrain variables (e.g. digital elevation models, slope, aspect;
Meyer et al. 2016), Geographic Information Systems (GIS) derived variables (e.g. distance
to major road, Beelen et al. 2013), or results of previous modelling endeavours (e.g.
deterministic modelling and land cover classifications, de Hoogh et al. 2018). Layers are
stacked and the information at the sampling points locations is extracted.
3. Modelling: After an exploratory analysis, data are modelled using geostatistical and non-
geostatistical spatial interpolation methods (Li and Heap, 2014), which recently include
Machine Learning (ML) and hybrid approaches (Li et al., 2011).
4. Model validation: The performance of the model is assessed using a test dataset or resam-
pling techniques in order to estimate the accuracy of the predicted map (de Hoogh et al.,
2018). Further residual validation (model hypotheses, residual spatial autocorrelation)
may be carried out (Hengl et al., 2018).
5. Map creation: If the results of the validation are satisfactory, the model can be used
to predict the outcome at all locations of the study area and thus create a continuous
surface. For some modelling methods, additional surfaces estimating the variability of the
predictions can also be created (Hengl et al., 2018).
1.2 Spatial interpolation methods
Methods for spatial interpolation have been classified into geostatistical, non-geostatistical, and
combined groups (Li and Heap, 2014). Geostatistics combines statistical modelling of large-
scale variation (i.e. the mean structure) and small-scale variation (i.e. the error structure)
under a series of assumptions (Cressie, 2015). Non-geostatistical approaches have traditionally
included deterministic (e.g. Nearest Neighbours, Triangulation, Inverse Distance Weighted) and
stochastic (e.g. linear regression, spline interpolation) methods (Li and Heap, 2014). Combined
approaches couple methods from the two other groups, such as the well-known Regression
Kriging method (Hengl et al., 2007).
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Even though these methods have a long tradition and are ubiquitous in the literature (Hengl
et al., 2009), more recently, ML models have been increasingly used in the geosciences due to
their ability to capture complex relationships and to handle highly multivariate problems (Lary
et al., 2016). Although the list of available ML models is extensive (Hastie et al., 2009), the
most used ML models for spatial prediction are classification and regression trees, Random
Forest (RF), support vector machines, and neural networks (Wylie et al., 2019).
One limitation of standard ML models for spatial prediction is that they implicitly assume
observations to be independent and thus ignore the spatial structure of the data (Xie et al.,
2017). The first attempts to take space into consideration combined ML with other approaches,
e.g. by applying Inverse Distance Weighting or Ordinary Kriging to the residuals of the ML
model (Li et al., 2011). In the past few years, a series of extensions of purely-based ML models
for spatial prediction have been recently proposed, ranging from simply adding coordinate
fields (x, y) as predictors (e.g. Cracknell and Reading 2014), to more complex proposals adding
distance fields or spatial lags as features in the ML models (Behrens et al., 2018; Hengl et al.,
2018; Li et al., 2017; Sekulić et al., 2020). Although all of the methods suggested use different
approaches, they all ultimately aim to incorporate space into the model in a single step so that
(residual) spatial dependencies can be captured and therefore the performance of the models
can be improved.
A second problem that has been identified in the use of ML for predictive mapping is spatial
overfitting. Briefly, the inclusion of highly autocorrelated predictors not causally related to the
process being modelled (e.g. coordinate fields) may result in ML models that are able reproduce
the training data but fail at predicting new observations (Meyer et al., 2019). Therefore, a trade-
off between spatially-explicit ML approaches using highly autocorrelated geographic predictors
and spatial overfitting exists.
1.3 Spatial cross-validation methods
As indicated in section 1.1, a key step in the interpolation problem is model validation, during
which the error/accuracy of the interpolated map generated by the model is estimated using
separate test data or resampling techniques. Standard Cross-Validation (CV) methods (e.g. k-
fold, Leave One Out (LOO), and repeated holdout CV) applied to spatial prediction have been
acknowledged to produce underestimation of the error in many applications (e.g. Ploton et al.
2020). The main problem of random CV techniques is that they assume train and hold-out
data to be independent although this is hardly the case in spatially structured environments
(Roberts et al., 2017). Hence, using standard techniques to evaluate model transferability, i.e.
to assess the error associated with using a model in an area different than where it was trained,
might lead to overoptimistic results (Telford and Birks, 2009; Wenger and Olden, 2012).
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In order to overcome this issue, a series of CV techniques have been proposed for spatial (Valavi
et al., 2019) and spatio-temporal (Meyer et al., 2018) data. While these dedicated techniques
can make a strong impact in the performance estimation of the predicted maps (Meyer et al.,
2019), they do not seem to play a major role in the hyperparameter search during the ML
model fit (Schratz et al., 2019). A key aspect of these methods is how to create the non-random
groupings used in the CV process, which depend on one or several parameters and can strongly
impact results (Roberts et al., 2017).
1.4 The role of sampling design and spatial autocorrelation
Even though sampling designs play a significant role in spatial prediction problems, the distri-
bution of the samples has been seldom explored in applications. Having more dispersed samples
often results in a better model performance than clustered designs due to the increased informa-
tion available in the samples (Cracknell and Reading, 2014). Indeed, systematic (Rocha et al.,
2020) and feature-based (Wadoux et al., 2019) sampling have been recommended to obtain op-
timal spatial prediction results in ML-based applications. Moreover, it has been acknowledged
that the underestimation of the error when using standard CV methods may be more severe
under clustered designs (Meyer et al., 2019). Finally, using spurious variables with high spatial
autocorrelation as predictors under clustered designs has been suggested to potentially trigger
overfitting and thus lead to suboptimal models (Hengl et al., 2018; Meyer et al., 2019).
The degree of spatial autocorrelation of outcome and predictors may also affect the modelling
and validation strategies in ML-based spatial prediction, yet it has been rarely analysed in
applied studies. Explicit spatial modelling may lead to better prediction results than standard
ML models in situations where (residual) spatial dependence is large (Rocha et al., 2019). Fur-
thermore, higher dependence levels might lead to an increased degree of error underestimation
when using standard CV techniques (Rocha et al., 2018). In fact, parameters of spatial CV
methods have been suggested to be based on outcome and/or residual spatial autocorrelation
to ensure independence between training and hold-out data (Roberts et al., 2017).
1.5 Knowledge gap, aim, and research questions
In this introduction we have seen how ML models are increasingly used for spatial interpolation
and how different methods have been proposed to introduce space directly into the ML models
by using different sets of predictors. However, a comparison of their performance under different
factors that may impact them, namely spatial autocorrelation and sampling design, is still
missing. Available simulation studies looking at similar issues did not examine any of the
recently proposed spatially-explicit ML models (Liao et al., 2018; Rocha et al., 2019; Rocha
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et al., 2020), or did not take into account the influence of sampling or spatial autocorrelation
(Hengl et al., 2018; Sekulić et al., 2020).
Likewise, there is hardly any evidence on the underestimation of the error when using standard
CV techniques for spatial interpolation under different sampling designs (Rocha et al., 2020).
Furthermore, current recommendations on the parameter choice for spatial CV methods are
solely based on autocorrelation range with the objective of obtaining independent training and
held-out data (Valavi et al., 2019; Wenger and Olden, 2012). While this may be appropriate
for model transferability, we think it may not be adequate for interpolation in the geographic
space, where the prediction locations may not be independent of the training data and therefore
independence between held-out and train observations during CV is neither needed nor desired.
The aim of this master Thesis is to offer guidance to spatial prediction practitioners on which
cases the recently proposed spatially-explicit ML models and validation strategies might be
appropriate for spatial interpolation problems, so that maps developed with these techniques
are as accurate as possible and have reliable estimates of their performance.
In order to do so, we want to develop a simulation study so that different models and validation
strategies for spatial interpolation can be evaluated under several spatial autocorrelation and
sampling scenarios (Figure 1.2) in order to answer the following research questions:
1. Under which conditions are spatially-explicit ML models appropriate?
2. Under which conditions are spatially-explicit CV methods appropriate?
3. Under which conditions are state-of-the-art CV methods designed for spatial extrapolation
also suited for interpolation, and is there a CV strategy that can be used across sampling
designs and degrees of spatial autocorrelation?




2.1 Machine learning methods for spatial interpolation
2.1.1 Non-spatial models
As introduced in section 1.2, standard non-spatial ML models have been frequently used in
the spatial prediction literature even though they implicitly assume data to be independent
and ignore their spatial structure (Xie et al., 2017). From all the ML methods that have
been developed, we will turn our attention to the one model that has been mostly used in the
methodological research on ML-based spatial prediction (e.g. Behrens et al. 2018; Georganos
et al. 2019; Hengl et al. 2018; Meyer et al. 2019; Sekulić et al. 2020) and that is one of the
mostly used in applications as well (Wylie et al., 2019): The Random Forest (RF) model.
2.1.1.1 The Random Forest (RF) model
The RF algorithm was introduced by Breiman (2001) and is plainly explained in Hastie et al.
(2009). Briefly, RF builds on the idea of bagging, in which many (classification/regression)
models are fitted on bootstrap samples of the original dataset, and then results are averaged
in order to reduce the variance. A usual choice for the model is that of a classification or
regression tree, which generally have large variance and low bias. RF builds on that idea by
further reducing the variance by decorrelating the trees, which is achieved by taking a random
selection of the features in each tree (Figure 2.1). The three hyperparameters of the model
are: the number of trees to grow, the minimum node size, and most importantly the fraction
of random predictors to select for each tree, which can be all tuned using a grid search.
Since RF is a tree-based ensemble method, it can handle non-linearities, interactions, and
feature selection to a certain degree; but deals with extrapolation poorly in regression problems.
RF is known to be fairly robust to overfitting in the covariates. Finally, an interesting feature of
RF is that variable importance statistics can be calculated based on the Out-Of-Bag samples,
i.e. the data records that have been not selected in a particular bootstrap sample.
2.1.1.2 Ignoring residual spatial autocorrelation
Standard ML methods, including RF, may be suboptimal as they do not capture residual spatial
dependencies that have not been accounted for in the covariates (Hengl et al., 2018). As a proof
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Figure 2.1: RF for regression problems where n is the number of observations, m is the
number of features, k is the number of trees. Source: Aldrich (2020).
of that, the study by Rocha et al. (2019) showed that, for spatial interpolation problems with
strong spatial dependencies, a simple regression model dealing with spatial autocorrelation via
stochastic partial differential equations provided better results than complex non-spatial ML
models with a much larger number of covariates.
In the field of geostatistics, residual dependencies are generally dealt with using the regression
Kriging method, where a trend (mean structure) is fitted on the response using auxiliary pre-
dictors in a regression model, and then simple kriging is used on the residuals (error structure)
(Hengl et al., 2007). But what about ML methods? A possible solution is to take a hybrid
approach such as those included in the study by Li et al. (2011), where large-scale variation ML
modelling is combined with small-scale geostatistical (e.g. Ordinary Kriging) or deterministic
(e.g. Inverse Distance Weighting) interpolation on the residuals. However, there is interest in
the development of purely ML-based spatially-explicit methods that are able to deal with the
full predictive process in a single step.
2.1.2 Spatially-explicit models
Spatially-explicit ML learning models aim to describe covariates and residual spatial autocor-
relation jointly in a single step: the ML model (Hengl et al., 2018). With that purpose, a
considerable number of ML model extensions for predictive mapping have been proposed in
the literature (Behrens et al., 2018; Hengl et al., 2018; Li et al., 2017; Sekulić et al., 2020).
Amongst those, we will focus on the three of them that have been the most used and/or have
had the largest impact in the spatial prediction literature (measured in the number of citations):
adding coordinate fields as predictors, Euclidean Distance Fields (EDF), and Random Forest
for spatial prediction (RFsp).
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2.1.2.1 Coordinate fields
The eldest, most used, and simplest option is to add geographic coordinate fields (x,y) in the
predictor space as two additional covariates in the ML model (Figure 2.2). Even though many
studies have used this approach in very distinct research fields (e.g. see de Hoogh et al. (2018)
for air pollution estimation, Čeh et al. (2018) for real estate price estimation), it is especially
interesting to consider those that fitted models with and without coordinates and compared
their performance.
Figure 2.2: Coordinate fields in a 100x100 grid.
One of them is the study by Cracknell and Reading (2014), who tried a variety of ML-based
models for geological classification mapping under different sampling scenarios. Cracknell and
colleagues found that models using both environmental covariates and coordinates had higher
accuracy than models using environmental variables when the number of sampling clusters was
large (i.e. equivalent to random sampling). As a second example, Meyer et al. (2019) fitted
regression and classification RF models with and without coordinates with highly clustered
samples and, while models with coordinates appeared to be performing better when random
CV was used, they had equal or larger errors once spatial CV was employed.
2.1.2.2 Euclidean Distance Fields (EDF)
As a second approach, the concept of Euclidean Distance Fields (EDF) by Behrens et al. (2018)
proposes adding seven additional predictors into the ML model: two coordinate fields, four
distance fields from the four corners of the study area, as well as the distance from the centre of
the study area (Figure 2.3). The authors claimed that by including these distance-based fields
one can account for both residual spatial autocorrelation and non-stationarity (via interaction
of EDF with environmental predictors). To prove the efficacy of their model, they provided
two soil composition interpolation examples in two different study areas. In both of them, the
model with environmental predictors + EDF performed better (using random k-fold CV) than
using environmental predictors + coordinates, or environmental predictors only.
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Figure 2.3: Euclidean Distance Fields in a 100x100 grid: coordinates (EDF1, EDF2),
distance to study area corners (EDF3-6), and study area centre (EDF7).
2.1.2.3 Random Forest for spatial prediction (RFsp)
The concept of Random Forest for spatial prediction (RFsp) was introduced by Hengl et al.
(2018). Briefly, the authors suggest a framework for predictive mapping in which (Euclidean
or any other type) distances to each of the training points fields are included as n potential
covariates in a RF model (Figure 2.4). The authors argue that, by incorporating distances to
the rest of environmental predictors, RFsp resembles regression-kriging yet requires less expert
knowledge, since no variogram estimation or fitting is needed and the trend model is handled
automatically. However, they also point out that RFsp can be very computationally demanding
when the number of sampling points is large, and they recommend considering quality sampling
and validation methods to ensure that the model is not performing extrapolation in the predictor
space or overfitting.
Figure 2.4: RFsp predictors in a 100x100 grid. A random selection of 8 training points has
been selected for illustration purposes.
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2.1.2.4 The risk of overfitting with geographic predictors
Even though explicit modelling of space in ML may solve the problem of unexplained spatial
variation, it has also been identified as potentially problematic in several studies. In Meyer et al.
(2019), the authors argued that including heavily autocorrelated predictors that refer to the
geolocation of the samples (e.g. coordinates, Euclidean distances) or other non-causal predictors
(e.g. a DEM for outcomes in which elevation is irrelevant) may lead to spatial overfitting, as
the ML models fit the spatial structure of the data rather than its generating process. In the
study by Meyer and colleagues, this effect became apparent when models were validated using
spatially-explicit CV methods, and when artefacts in the predicted surfaces could clearly be
identified.
Other authors have also pointed out this idea: Roberts et al. (2017) reflected on two common
and conflicting sources of problems in spatial prediction: first, ignoring residual autocorrelation
when modelling; and second, overfitting residual dependencies with non-causal predictors that
share the same residual structure. Fourcade et al. (2018) were able to successfully model species
distributions using pseudo-predictors derived from classical paintings. The authors argued
that these predictors fitted the spatial structure rather than the underlying ecological process,
leading to better performance statistics than models using climate variables when evaluated
using standard CV methods. Finally, artefacts in the predicted maps when using coordinates
and distances predictors in ML models have also been identified in other studies (Cracknell and
Reading, 2014; Li et al., 2011).
2.2 Cross-validation methods for spatial interpolation
In order to assess the performance of a model when interpolating the outcome of interest, as well
as to decide between multiple models, CV methods have been largely used in the spatial pre-
diction literature (see supplementary table A1.1 of Roberts et al. 2017 for a systematic review).
Standard CV methods to assess the generalization of a model are based on the key assumption of
independence between train and test data (Hastie et al., 2009). This assumption conflicts with
the nature of spatial data, which largely exhibits dependence structures (see Tobler’s first law
of Geography). The consequences of using random CV methods for spatial prediction problems
have been widely acknowledged. To name a few recent examples, Ploton et al. (2020) found that
standard CV methods for large-scale biomass mapping largely underestimated the true error of
the predicted maps; Misiuk et al. (2019) used RF models to predict categorical and continuous
geological outcomes and found modest decreases in performance when using spatially-explicit
CV methods; while Meyer et al. (2019) found dramatic decreases of performance statistics in
a Land Use and Land Cover classification (from accuracy and kappa>0.99 for random CV to
∼0.7 for spatial CV).
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In this section, two widely used CV methods, as well as their spatial extensions suggested in
the literature, will be reviewed: k-fold and Leave-One-Out CV.
2.2.1 K-fold and spatial block cross-validation
Random k-fold CV is applied by randomly partitioning the training data into k folds. For each
of them, we predict the outcome fitting a model to the remaining k − 1 folds and evaluate its
prediction accuracy in the excluded fold using one or several statistics. Finally, performance
measures are averaged across folds. Typical values for k are 5 and 10, being small k more
computationally efficient yet more prone to bias (Kuhn and Johnson, 2013).
Spatial block CV extends the idea of k-fold CV by defining folds not randomly, but defined as
blocks in the geographic space, so that points that are close in space belong to the same block
(Figure 2.5). A good overview of possible spatial blocking strategies is given in Valavi et al.
(2019). Many studies have used spatial blocking as a CV technique for model tuning, variable
selection, and model validation (e.g. Meyer et al. 2019; Ploton et al. 2020; Roberts et al. 2017).
Figure 2.5: Illustration of one iteration of four different CV strategies: held-out point(s)
(red), training data (blue), and exclusion buffer (circle) and left-out samples (green) in
sbLOO.
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2.2.2 Leave-One-Out and spatial buffer Leave-One-Out cross-validation
Leave-One-Out (LOO) CV is a specific case of k-fold CV where k = N , the number of ob-
servations, and therefore each observation is hold-out sequentially (Kuhn and Johnson (2013),
Figure 2.5). While some research points out that LOO yields similar results than 10-fold CV
but with a higher computational burden (Molinaro et al., 2005), other authors claim that LOO
CV has a higher variance and a lower bias than k-fold CV (Hastie et al., 2009).
Spatial buffer Leave-One-Out (sbLOO) CV was introduced in the ecological literature (Telford
and Birks, 2009) as an extension of LOO to remove dependence between training and test points
in spatially structured environments in order to evaluate model transferability. Briefly, when
validating each of the points, observations within a radius s are excluded from the training and
validation data (Figure 2.5). This method has been used in several studies (e.g. Le Rest et al.
2014; Ploton et al. 2020; Roberts et al. 2017).
2.2.3 Finding the optimal radius/block size
The two presented spatial CV methods depend on a parameter: the radius/block size. As
highlighted in the simulation study by Roberts et al. (2017), should the radius/block be too
small, it could lead to error underestimation, while if the opposite is true it may lead to
overestimation due to unnecessary extrapolation in the predictor space. Three different methods
have been suggested to choose it:
1. Residual autocorrelation range: The most common suggestion found in the literature is to
choose a radius equal to the range of the semivariogram estimated on the model residuals
(e.g. Telford and Birks 2009; Trachsel and Telford 2016).
2. Outcome autocorrelation range: Roberts et al. (2017) argued that the radius should be
equal to the autocorrelation range of the outcome, as measuring it on the residuals may
hide overfitting that might have occurred in the modelling stage.
3. Landscape autocorrelation range: Valavi et al. (2019) suggested using the median auto-
correlation range of the candidate predictors in the model (via semivariogram estimation
using random sampling on the rasters) as a measure of the radius size.
Contrasting to our literature review and as already mentioned in the introduction section 1.5, we
think that the suggested methods to estimate the spatial CV parameters, which aim to achieve
independence between train and test data, may not be appropriate for geographic interpolation
problems, where at least a subset of the prediction pixels will not be independent of the training
data (e.g. pixels neighbouring a training point), and thus error estimated with these radii/block
sizes may be overestimated. Surprisingly, we did not find any similar reflection in the body of
literature that we reviewed.
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2.3 Factors affecting ML modelling and validation strategies
Three of the most important factors determining whether spatially-explicit modelling and val-
idation are appropriate are: 1) Objectives of the prediction 2) Spatial autocorrelation of the
landscape, 3) Sampling design. To evaluate the effect of these factors, scientists have mostly
turned to simulation analyses, since they allow to reproduce a wide variety of scenarios that
would be very challenging to cover with real data. Overall, the evidence for ML-based modelling
and validation strategies, including those spatially-explicit described in sections 2.1.2 and 2.2,
is limited and fragmented. A summary of these findings is found in this section.
2.3.1 Prediction objectives: interpolation vs. extrapolation
The easiest factor to determine, yet possibly the one that can have the largest impact when
choosing the modelling and validation methods, is the objective of the prediction: geographic
interpolation vs. extrapolation (Li and Heap, 2014). The impact of the prediction objectives
when using spatially-explicit vs. non-spatial models is elucidated in Rocha et al. (2019). Rocha
and colleagues designed a simulation study which compared the performance of a simple linear
spatial model and complex non-spatial ML models in 1) Test sites in the study area (geographic
interpolation) and 2) a new landscape realization (geographic extrapolation). They found out
that, while the simple linear spatial model performed the best for test sites, it was the worst
choice for new realizations of the landscape. Therefore, the authors concluded that spatial
models are not generalizable to completely new locations as spatial structures would probably
not be shared.
The objectives of the prediction may also impact model validation methods. Roberts et al.
(2017) stated that random CV can be a reasonable choice if estimates of the prediction error in
locations of the same geographic and predictor space than the training data are required, while
if either extrapolation in the predictor/geographic space is desired, blocking in the predictor/
geographic space is needed. The authors support this statement with a simulation study showing
prediction error underestimation when using random CV to assess prediction at an independent
location.
2.3.2 Spatial autocorrelation range
In the last years, Rocha and colleagues have studied the effect of the spatial autocorrelation of
a landscape on spatial modelling and validation strategies via simulation analyses. In their first
study (Rocha et al., 2018), a wide range of ML models (support vector machines, partial least
squares regression, linear models and variations thereof) were fitted for Leave Area Index pre-
diction using simulated hyperspectral data cubes with different spatial autocorrelation ranges.
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Amongst other results, they found that random CV errors for medium and large autocorrela-
tion ranges were smaller than errors on an independent data set, whereas for small ranges they
were similar. This suggested an underestimation of random CV errors in highly autocorrelated
landscapes.
The second study by Rocha et al. (2019) used the same design to prove that non-spatial interpo-
lation ML models performed worse than simpler, bayesian spatially-explicit linear models when
the spatial autocorrelation ranges were large (they were roughly equivalent for short ranges).
2.3.3 Sampling design
Wadoux et al. (2019) investigated the optimal sample design for RF-based soil sciences map-
ping applications. They concluded that methods sampling according to the feature space will
generally obtain better results than those sampling in the geographic space, which would be
more suited to univariate interpolation methods such as Ordinary Kriging. However, in many
cases the researcher must use the already existing samples (e.g. monitoring stations, existing
samples) whose locations are not optimised for predictive mapping. In those cases, the dan-
ger of overfitting under clustered sampling designs when using highly autocorrelated predictors
such as geographic coordinates and/or Euclidean distances has been acknowledged by different
authors such as Hengl et al. (2018); Meyer et al. (2019).
One of the few studies examining the effect of sampling on spatial interpolation modelling
and validation is that of Rocha et al. (2020). Rocha and colleagues use the same simulation
framework as their 2018 and 2019 studies described in subsection 2.3.2 to prove that, among the
included sampling designs (random, systematic, lattice close pair, and lattice in-fill), systematic
sampling yielded the lowest independent test data errors regardless of the model, whereas close
pair and in-fill designs delivered the highest. Interestingly, they found reverse patterns when
evaluating CV results, i.e. systematic designs had the highest CV errors.
Another relevant study is that of Cracknell and Reading (2014) which, as already described
in section 2.1.2.1, found that models using both environmental covariates and coordinates had
higher accuracy than models using environmental variables only when the number of sampling
clusters was very large and hence roughly equivalent to random sampling, whereas performances




3.1 Spatial prediction sandbox overview
The spatial prediction sandbox is a simulation framework that allows to simulate predictor
and outcome fields according to a certain degree of spatial autocorrelation, and samples with
different number of points and distributions. With these data, we can test different standard
and spatially-explicit ML models and evaluate them using different standard and spatially-
explicit validation strategies, which will allow us to answer the research questions formulated
in this Master Thesis. Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the architecture and methods of the
sandbox:
Figure 3.1: Spatial prediction sandbox architecture, methods, and parameters overview.
Briefly, the sandbox evaluates 4 landscape configurations (parameter 1) · 15 sampling con-
figurations (parameters 2 and 3), resulting in 60 possible scenarios for analysis. For each of
them, 4 different models are analysed, thus yielding possible 240 model-scenario combinations
to evaluate. For each model under each scenario, 4 different validation strategies and 3 differ-
ent evaluation measures are used, thus resulting in 2,880 possible metrics. 100 iterations of the
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sandbox were run in order to obtain a distribution of the 2,880 evaluation metrics.
In the following sections, methods of each of the spatial prediction sandbox blocks are explained
in detail, together with examples of intermediate outputs generated in one iteration. Finally,
methods used to extract information and draw conclusions from the simulations results, as
well as the computational implementation of the sandbox, are described. The sandbox code
is available and documented at the github repository: https://github.com/carlesmila/spatial-
prediction-sandbox.
3.2 Block 1: Landscape simulation
3.2.1 Methodology
After defining the study area as a 100x100 square grid (i.e. 104 grid cells), the first step is
to simulate the landscapes consisting of covariate and outcome fields. To do so, we adapted
simulation framework 2 from Van der Laan et al. (2007). Briefly, it consisted in a simulation
of 20 i.i.d. random variables Xi where Xi ∼ N(0, 16), out of which the following outcome Y is
generated with the equation:
Y = X1X2 +X
2
10 −X3X17 −X15X4 +X9X5 +X19 −X220 +X9X8 + ε
It can be observed that additive and multiplicative terms, as well as non-linearities, are included.
The 8 variables not used in this equation remain as potential candidate predictors in the models.
The noise ε was also distributed as ε ∼ N(0, 16).
We adapted this framework to a spatially structured environment as follows:
1. Covariates are 2-dimensional stationary and isotropic Gaussian random fields subject to
spatial autocorrelation, expressed with spherical semivariograms:
γ(h) =
{





3) if 0 ≤ h ≤ φ
τ2 + σ2 if h > φ
where h is a distance, τ2 = 0 is the nugget effect, σ2 = 1 is the partial sill, and φ is the









3 if 0 ≤ h ≤ φ
1 if h > φ
2. The error term ε includes, in addition to a standard normal noise term (ε1), a 2-dimensional
Gaussian random field error term (ε2(s), where s is a location in the study area) subject
to spatial autocorrelation according to the same semivariogram used for the covariates:
ε(s) = ε1 + ε2(s) where ε1 ∼ N(0, 1) and ε2|θ ∼ N(0,Σ(θ))
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3. We lowered the variance of the predictors to 1 (expressed as limh→∞ γ(h), i.e. the sill) to





In order to simulate the random fields, we used the Sequential Gaussian simulation algorithm
for unconditional simulation (i.e. purely based on the semivariogram defined a priori with
no conditioning observed data) implemented in the R package gstat (Pebesma, 2004). As
described in Gebbers and de Bruin (2010), sequential simulation visits all prediction locations
by following a randomly ordered path. For each node xi:
1. Use simple kriging with the given semivariogram to find the kriging estimate Ẑ(xi) and its
variance σ̂2K(xi) using previously simulated values, which can be limited to a search radius
or a number of nearest neighbours (we set nmax argument to 100 nearest neighbours to
speed up computations).
2. Define a Gaussian conditional cumulative distribution function (ccdf) based on the kriging
estimate (µ) and variance (σ2) from the previous step.
3. Draw a pseudo-random value from the ccdf and assign it to the location.
4. Go to the next stop and start from top until done.
For the autocorrelation range parameter, we defined four possible values: a 5%, 10%, 20% and
40% of the grid axis size, i.e. 5, 10, 20, and 40 units given a grid of 100x100 (Figure 3.2).
Figure 3.2: Semivariograms used in the sandbox (A) and one example simulation realization
of each of them (B).
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3.2.2 Workflow example
The user calls the sandbox with the default parameters and only one user-required parameter:
the landscape autocorrelation range, which we set to 10% for this example. The sandbox
is initiated by defining the study area polygon and grid (100x100) in both vector (points)
and raster format. Next, 20 different Gaussian different fields are generated according to the
semivariogram range parameter (Figure 3.3).
Figure 3.3: One simulation realisation of the 20 covariate random fields (range: 10%).
From the simulated covariates, the response is derived using Van der Laan et al. (2007) afore-
mentioned formula, and random and spatially autocorrelated noise are added to obtain the final
outcome field (Figure 3.4). With this, the first sandbox block is concluded.
Figure 3.4: Example of outcome derived from covariates, simulated random and spatially
correlated noise fields, and final outcome with noise added.
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3.3 Block 2: Samples simulation
3.3.1 Methodology
The second block simulates the spatial locations of the samples. This depends on two different
parameters: the number of sampling points and their spatial distribution. By default, we
defined three different values for sampling points (50, 100, and 150) and five different possible
distributions, from which we simulated using the original version and variations of the function
st sample included in the package sf as follows:
1. Random: A set of points is simulated using two uniform distributions for the two dimen-
sions with parameters equal to the boundaries of the study area, i.e. X ∼ U(0, 100),
Y ∼ U(0, 100), which are bound to form coordinate couples.
2. Regular: A regular grid is formed based on the number of points to simulate and the
dimensions of the study area.
3. Weak clustering (clust1): We first simulate n/5 parent random points in the study area.
We compute 5-units buffers and for each of them and we randomly sample an additional
4 offspring points per buffer, yielding a total of n · 4/5 offspring points.
4. Strong clustering (clust2): Similar to clust1, but simulating n/10 parents and 9 offspring
points per parent (i.e. n · 9/10 total offspring).
5. Non-uniform: We divided the study area into 5x5 squares of side length 20, and selected
5 of those randomly (Figure 3.5). Then, we sampled random points within the selected
squares. Note that this method is different than preferential sampling, where the samples
and the process we want to model are dependent, since in this case we define sampling
areas randomly and a priori (Diggle et al., 2010).
Figure 3.5: Example of a partition of the study area to perform non-uniform sampling.
As a result, 15 different point samples are simulated for each landscape by default (all combi-
nations of 50/100/150 points with a random/regular/clust1/clust2/non-uniform distribution).
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3.3.2 Workflow example
In this example, 5 different sets of 100 points according to the 5 different distributions considered
in the sandbox are simulated (Figure 3.6).
Figure 3.6: One simulation realisation of 100 points according to the 5 sampling distribu-
tions considered in the spatial prediction sandbox.
3.4 Block 3: Modelling
3.4.1 Methodology
Four different strategies for modelling are used in the sandbox: a non-spatial RF model and
three spatially-explicit methods already covered in detail in section 2.1.2:
 Benchmark model: Non-spatial model using the 20 simulated covariate random fields as
predictors of the outcome.
 Coordinates: Spatial model using the 20 simulated fields + 2 coordinate fields.
 EDF: Spatial model using the 20 simulated fields + EDF (2 coordinate fields, Euclidean
distance to 4 corners, distance to centre).
 RFsp: Spatial model using the 20 simulated fields + sample distance fields (n Euclidean
distance fields to each of the sample training points).
In order to shorten computation times, we did not perform hyperparameter tuning of the
models, but rather took default values recommended for RF regression. Those were a number
of trees (ntree) equal to 500, a minimum node size (nodesize) equal to 5, and a number of
predictors to be sampled in each tree (mtry) equal to 1/3 · k except for the RFsp model where,
following author’s recommendations (Hengl et al., 2018), was set to 2/3 · k. Model fitting was
done using the randomForest function encapsulated in the ML caret package.
3.4.2 Workflow example
An example of the model fitting block will be shown together with model validation in section
3.5.2.
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3.5 Block 4: Validation
3.5.1 Methodology
Each of the models is validated using four different strategies:
1. Surface validation: The model is used to predict the whole surface of the 100x100 grid.
Since we know the actual value of the outcome at each pixel, we base our validation on a
comparison of all grid cells, thus giving us the ”true” performance of the model.
2. Leave-One-Out (LOO) CV: explained in section 2.2.2 of the literature review.
3. Spatial buffer LOO CV, radius based on range (sbLOOrange): the sbLOO method was
explained in section 2.2.2 of the literature review. Out of the three strategies suggested in
the literature for choosing the radius of sbLOO (section 2.2.3), we used the median auto-
correlation range of the 20 predictors (Valavi et al., 2019): a 10% of each of the covariates
raster grid cells (i.e. 1000 cells) were randomly sampled and a spherical semivariogram
(coercing the nugget to 0 to help with fitting) was fitted automatically using the function
autofitVariogram of the package automap.
4. Spatial buffer LOO CV, radius based on Nearest Distance Matching (sbLOOndm): We
propose a new method called Nearest Distance Matching (NDM) to choose the sbLOO
radius for spatial interpolation problems based not only on the landscape autocorrelation,
but also on the distribution of the samples. Briefly, we used point process methods to find
radii that make the distribution of the nearest distances between the held-out and train
data in sbLOO CV to resemble as much as possible the distribution of the nearest distances
between grid cells for which we want to predict and all training data, for distances in
which autocorrelation was present. Our new suggested method is thoroughly described
in Appendix A, where the theoretical background and worked examples are given.
For both sbLOO strategies, we tested whether in each CV iteration at least a 50% of the
observations were available for the model fit, and if not, we decreased the radius by 1 unit until
the condition was met. For each of the four validation strategies, we used three widely used
statistics in the ML literature for regression problems: the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE),
the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), and the R2 between the actual and predicted values.
3.5.2 Workflow example
Here we continue the step-by-step workflow by looking at model fitting and validation of the
benchmark model in the case of autocorrelation range of 10% and 100 random samples. Before
we start modelling, we calculate the median landscape autocorrelation range of the 20 predictors
by randomly sampling a 10% of the raster pixels and fitting a semivariogram automatically.
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The estimated covariate median range serves both as the radius in sbLOOrange, as well as a
parameter for the NDM algorithm (Figure 3.7).
Figure 3.7: Example of an autofitted semivariogram to one of the covariates (A) and his-
togram of the 20 estimated ranges and their median value (red dashed line) (B)
We obtained a median range of 9.76, which is aligned with the simulation parameter of range=10%
we set in this example. Now, we can apply the NDM algorithm described in Appendix A to es-
timate the appropriate radius for sbLOOndm. The resulting radius is 0, which makes sbLOOndm
equivalent to LOO.
Next, we fit the ML model (benchmark RF model), which we can use to predict the continuous
surface. We can use the outcome and predicted surfaces to derive an error surface as the
difference between the two, which will be subsequently used to derive surface RMSE and MAE
statistics; as well as to assess the correlation between the two via scatterplot and linear model
fit, which is the basis for the R2 (Figure 3.8).
Figure 3.8: Example of outcome, predicted, and error surfaces (A) and hexagon-binned
scatterplot (one observation per pixel) with y = x line (red) (B).
Finally, we further validate models by running 1) LOO CV 2) sbLOOrange CV and 3) sbLOOndm
CV and assessing, for each of them, the RMSE, MAE, and R2 (table 3.1). With the model
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validation, the iteration of the sandbox concludes.
Statistic surface LOO sbLOOrange sbLOOndm
RMSE 3.16 3.38 3.49 3.38
MAE 2.42 2.60 2.69 2.59
R2 0.19 0.13 0.07 0.13
Table 3.1: Example of validation statistics for one iteration of the sandbox.
3.6 Analysis of the results
We analysed the results of sandbox simulations in two blocks according to our two research ques-
tions: modelling and validation. Modelling results were analysed by plotting surface validation
metrics (RMSE, MAE, and R2) comparing the whole predicted surfaces of each of the models
to their actual outcome surfaces by sample size, distribution, and range; we also computed
summary statistics (mean, standard deviation (SD)) to perform some numerical comparisons.
Furthermore, we plotted some examples of predicted surfaces for interpretation purposes.
For the validation block, we computed ratios of the CV statistics (RMSE, MAE) by dividing




surface . For R
2 analyses we





−R2surface to maintain the R2
unit interpretability. We plotted the distribution of these measures by sample size, distribution,
range, and model using boxplots; and computed some summary statistics.
3.7 Implementation and parallelization
The sandbox was written in R3.6 (R Core Team, 2019) and was structured in an R project within
Rstudio, available at the following github repository where all the code is available and docu-
mented: https://github.com/carlesmila/spatial-prediction-sandbox. Figures were generated in
R markdown documents (also available in the repository), thus allowing for easy-to-implement
results updates. The sandbox code was written to allow a certain degree of customization of
the parameters of the simulation, being the outcomes described in this Master Thesis the result
of applying the defaults. The arguments in the spatialpred sandbox function are:
 Grid axis dimensions (dimgrid). Default: 100.
 Autocorrelation range of the landscape (range). No default, user-required parameter.
Ranges equal to 5, 10, 20 and 40 were used in this thesis.
 Number of samples (n train). Default: 50, 100, and 150.
 Distribution of the samples (sample dist). Default: regular, random, clust1, clust2,
nonunif. A subset of these can be selected.
 Models to be fitted (models): benchmark, coords, EDF, RFsp. A subset can be selected.
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Since a total of 100 iterations per possible scenario were done, the code was organized to be
run in parallel in the Palma II High Performing Computing (HPC) cluster of the University
of Münster, by assigning one iteration to each core. However, unsolvable problems within
the HPC cluster regarding 1) hyperthreading management and 2) random seed management
made it impossible. Therefore, parallelization was limited to CV in the modelling stage of
the sandbox, which fortunately was the most computationally demanding part of the process.
The computation of the 100 iterations of the sandbox for all parameter combinations took
approximately 96 hours to complete using one node with 72 cores and 64GB of memory.
A wide range of R packages were used in the sandbox and/or the graphics displaying the
results: doParallel (Corporation and Weston, 2019) for parallel computing; sf (Pebesma,
2018) and raster (Hijmans, 2019) for vector and raster data management, respectively; gstat
(Pebesma, 2004) for random field simulation and automap (Hiemstra et al., 2008) for automatic
semivariogram fitting; spatstat (Baddeley and Turner, 2005) for point process management
and analysis; tidyverse (Wickham, 2017) for data management and plotting. Other packages





In order to assess our first research question (under which spatial autocorrelation and sampling
conditions are spatially-explicit ML models appropriate?), we examined the distribution of
validation measures (RMSE, MAE, and R2) comparing the predicted surfaces of each of the
models and the actual outcome surface by sample size, distribution, and range.
Figure 4.1: RMSE (surface) of ML spatial interpolation models by sampling distribution
and size, for low spatial autocorrelation range (5%). Each boxplot consists of 100 data
points resulting from 100 sandbox iterations.
A visual inspection of the distribution of the RMSE of the predicted vs. the actual outcome
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surfaces for a small range (5% of the study area) indicated a lower performance of spatially-
explicit models (coordinates, EDF, and RFsp) regardless of the sample size and distribution
(Figure 4.1). For example, for n = 100 and a clust1 design, the mean RMSE (SD) was 3.21
(0.09) for the benchmark model and 3.28 (0.12) for RFsp. Amongst spatially-explicit models,
RFsp tended to be the worst choice for most designs (e.g. for n = 50 and a random design the
mean RMSE (SD) was 3.43 (0.14) for RFsp and 3.36 (0.11) for the coordinates model).
Figure 4.2: RMSE (surface) of ML spatial interpolation models by sampling distribution
and size, for high spatial autocorrelation range (40%). Each boxplot consists of 100 data
points resulting from 100 sandbox iterations.
Results for the high autocorrelation scenario (range=40%) were more complex (Figure 4.2)1.
For random and regular designs, spatially-explicit models performed better than non-spatial
benchmark models, with RFsp generally being the model yielding a smaller error. For example,
for n = 50 and a regular design, mean RMSE (SD) was 2.73 (0.19) for the benchmark model,
2.71 (0.19) for the coordinates model, 2.67 (0.18) for the EDF model and 2.65 (0.18) for the
RFsp model. For clustered and non-uniform designs, all models had a similar mean RMSE (SD)
1One observation of RMSE=5.77 for RFsp and 50 non-uniform sampling points was removed from the graph
for visualization purposes.
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(e.g. for n = 100 and clust1 distribution 2.87 (0.3) for benchmark, 2.86 (0.31) for coordinates,
2.87 (0.31) for EDF, and 2.91 (0.34) for RFsp), except for RFsp in the strongly clustered design,
whose errors were larger. The sample size did not have any effect on the results other than an
overall better performance of the models with larger sample sizes.
Figure 4.3: Example of a simulated outcome surface (A) and four predicted surfaces ac-
cording to the different included models (B) for n = 50, clust2 distribution, and a landscape
with range equal to 40%.
A visual inspection of a selection of predicted surfaces under each model and scenario revealed
obvious artefacts for long spatial autocorrelation ranges and clustered or non-uniform sampling
designs (Figure 4.3). For instance, vertical breaks in the predictions could be observed in the
coordinates and EDF models possibly due to the x predictor, while RFsp clearly showed spher-
ical patterns corresponding to Euclidean distance fields. Though not so often, artefacts were
also observed for other sample distributions (e.g. figure B.1 for a regular sampling distribution).
RMSE results for all the studied autocorrelation ranges (i.e. 5%, 10%, 20%, and 40%; n = 100;
Supplementary Figure B.2) indicated very similar results for ranges equal to 10% compared to
5%, as well as for range 20% compared to range 40%. Results for the MAE statistic and sample
size n = 100 (supplementary Figure B.3) followed the same patterns and yielded the same
conclusions as results for RMSE. Results for R2 and n = 100 were also fairly similar to RMSE
(supplementary Figure B.4), although the gains of using spatially-explicit models in random
and regular designs and long ranges were minimal according to this validation statistic.
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4.2 Validation
We assessed our second and third research questions by examining the ratio of the CV RMSE




surface . Note that a ratio
< 1 would mean the CV is underestimating the actual error of the interpolated map, while a
ratio > 1 would mean overestimation. For R2 analyses we subtracted R2CV−R2surface to maintain
the interpretability of the units of the statistic.
Figure 4.4: Ratio of CV to surface RMSE of benchmark models by sampling distribution
and size, for low spatial autocorrelation range (5%). Each boxplot consists of 100 data
points resulting from 100 sandbox iterations.
Results for low spatial autocorrelation and the RMSE validation statistic (Figure 4.4) showed
that, on average, all CV methods correctly estimated the actual error of the surfaces of the
benchmark model under a random and regular design, regardless of the number of sampling
points (e.g. mean (SD) ratio for n = 100 and regular design was 1.01 (0.1) for all CV strategies).
Nevertheless, for clustered and non-uniform designs, while LOO CV appeared to underestimate
the error of the maps predicted by the benchmark models (e.g. mean (SD) ratio 0.91 (0.07)
for n = 150 and clust2 design), it was correctly addressed when using both sbLOOrange (mean
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ratio (SD) 1.01 (0.08)) and sbLOOndm (mean ratio (SD) 1.01 (0.08)).
Figure 4.5: Ratio of CV to surface RMSE of benchmark models by sampling distribution
and size for high spatial autocorrelation range (40%). Each boxplot consists of 100 data
points resulting from 100 sandbox iterations.
For longer ranges (40%), results for the benchmark model and the RMSE statistic were strongly
influenced by both the distribution of the sampling points and the CV method used (Figure
4.5). Regardless of the sample size, while LOO correctly estimated the RMSE for random
designs (e.g. n = 100, mean (SD) ratio 1 (0.1)), it overestimated it for regular designs (e.g.
n = 100, mean (SD) ratio 1.12 (0.08)) and underestimated it for clustered and non-uniform
samples (e.g. n = 100, clust1, mean (SD) ratio 0.71 (0.1)). On the other hand, sbLOOrange
resulted in overestimation of the RMSE for all sample sizes and distributions which, in some
cases, was large (e.g. mean ratio (SD) for the random design, n = 150 was 1.43 (0.2)). Finally,
sbLOOndm yielded the same estimated values than LOO for random and regular designs while
adequately addressing underestimation in the clustered and non-uniform designs: for n = 100,
mean sbLOOndm (SD) was 1 (0.1) for the random design, 1.12 (0.08) for regular, 1.05 (0.17) for
clust1, 1.05 (0.24) for clust2, and 1.03 (0.23) for non-uniform. Generally, variability of RMSE
ratios for sbLOOndm was lower than that of sbLOOrange, though still greater than that of LOO.
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Figure 4.6: Radii for sbLOO strategies by range, and sample size and distribution. Each
boxplot consists of 100 data points resulting from 100 sandbox iterations.
Examination of the radii used for sbLOO CV indicated that range radii were roughly equal to
the landscape range simulation parameter except for range=40, where the condition imposed
that all CV iterations must include a 50% of the total sample size reduced them to lower
numbers (see respective methods section 3.5.1). On the other hand, NDM yielded radii equal
or near 0 for regular and random designs independently of the sample size and range. Regarding
clustered and non-uniform designs, those with higher degree of clustering (clust2) generally had
NDM greater radii than those with a milder degree (clust1); for all of them larger NDM radii
were observed with increasing ranges. All in all, NDM radii were equal or smaller than those
purely based on the range. Note that radii included in Figure 4.6 are valid for all models, since
none of the two included methods for radius search depended on the modelling strategy.
Results for RMSE ratios and n = 100 for all models and ranges (supplementary Figure B.5)
indicated that results were the same regardless of the model fitted, and that ranges 10% and
20% showed intermediate patterns of those shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 for ranges 5% and 40%,
respectively. Results for MAE ratios led to the same conclusions as results for RMSE (sup-
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plementary Figure B.6). Differences between CV and surface R2 for n = 100 (supplementary
Figure B.7) also went into the same direction; yet, unlike RMSE/MAE, for long ranges and
clustered and non-uniform designs sbLOOndm R
2 was similar to sbLOOrange and both methods





The first research question of the Master Thesis was to assess under which spatial autocorre-
lation and sampling scenarios spatially-explicit ML models were appropriate for spatial inter-
polation problems. In order to investigate it, we run a simulation study fitting, for different
autocorrelation and sampling scenarios, a non-spatial RF model with the simulated predictors
and 3 spatially-explicit models with additional covariates: coordinates, EDF, and RFsp. Per-
formance was assessed using metrics comparing the simulated outcome and predicted surfaces.
We found that, for small ranges, non-spatial RF models were superior to spatially-explicit
models. We think this is a natural consequence of the lack of spatial structures in the data;
consequently, proxies of the geographic locations that aim to describe them will be noise in
the models. Indeed, the worse model in all cases was RFsp, which had the largest number of
additional spatial predictors. We did not find any example in the literature directly exploring
this case; however, in the study by Rocha et al. (2020), non-spatial statistical and ML models
were compared to a simple spatial regression model for a variety of simulated landscapes and
sampling designs. Unlike our results, Rocha and colleagues found that, for short landscape
autocorrelation ranges, the spatial regression model yielded similar, but not worse, errors than a
non-spatial linear model. That said, the methods to account for residual spatial autocorrelation
in Rocha et al. (2019) via modelling of spatial random effects were different than ours.
For long ranges, the most appropriate model depended on the sampling design: while for regular
and random designs spatially-explicit models were more appropriate than non-spatial models,
for clustered and non-uniform designs they were equivalent, if not worse. We think that these
contrasting results directly relate to the trade-off described by Roberts et al. (2017): ignoring
(residual) spatial structures in spatial prediction interpolation may result in a suboptimal model,
but at the same time including non-causal predictors that share the same structure might lead
to overfitting. We found that the key of this trade-off is, in fact, the sampling design, which
had already been pointed out as a possibility in Hengl et al. (2018); Meyer et al. (2019). In
that direction, the study by Rocha et al. (2020) mentioned in the previous paragraph found
that for long autocorrelation ranges, the simple spatial regression model was clearly superior
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to non-spatial linear and more complex ML models for both random and regular samples.
Unfortunately, clustered designs were not included in their study.
Regarding modelling with coordinates and similarly to our results, Meyer et al. (2019) found
that both for a leaf area index regression and land use land cover classification with strongly
autocorrelated outcomes and predictors, as well as clustered samples, performance of the models
with coordinates was similar or worse than non-spatial models when validated using spatial CV
methods. Our coordinate results also agree with the findings of Cracknell and Reading (2014)
for geological classification mapping, who found that models with environmental predictors and
coordinates were superior to models using environmental predictors only when the number of
sampling clusters was very large (i.e. equivalent to a random design). Our predicted maps
showing artefacts when using geographic predictors agree with the patterns found in the maps
of Cracknell and Reading (2014); Li et al. (2011); Meyer et al. (2019).
EDF models were compared to coordinates ML models in the study by Behrens et al. (2018),
where two examples on spatial interpolation of soil components were presented. Judging by the
maps included in the article, in both cases the autocorrelation of the outcome was strong; and
while in one case the distribution of the samples appeared to be slightly regular, in the other
it looked non-uniform. Behrens and colleagues found that, for both cases, models including
coordinates as predictors performed worse than models with EDF. While this agrees with our
results for regular sampling, it contrasts with our results for non-uniform designs, which indicate
a similar performance of coordinates vs. EDF.
Regarding RFsp, Sekulić et al. (2020) compared RFsp with a RF with coordinates in the
predictor set (among other models) for spatio-temporal interpolation of two meteorological
outcomes exhibiting large autocorrelation, and sampling designs between random and regular.
In agreement with our results, the authors found that RFsp yielded better or equivalent results
than RF with coordinates for those sampling designs.
Finally and more generally, our modelling results can be related to the spatial sampling litera-
ture. First, Wadoux et al. (2019) recommended using a sampling design spread in the feature
space rather than in the geographic space for predictive mapping using RF. However, when
coordinates and distance fields are added to the feature space, the optimal design would be a
mixture of both. Looking at the geostatistics literature, we see that Heuvelink et al. (2006)
argue that, for Regression Kriging, the optimal design should balance the feature and the geo-
graphical space, and that the latter should be prioritised if the stochastic component (i.e. the
residual spatial structure) is strongly autocorrelated. The findings of these two studies agree
with our results, as spatially-explicit ML models have been found to be more effective with
sampling designs spread in space in large autocorrelation range settings.
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5.2 Validation
The second research question was to find out under which spatial autocorrelation and sam-
pling scenarios spatially-explicit validation strategies were able to better estimate the actual
performance of the interpolated maps. To do so, we validated each of the ML models fitted in
the sandbox using LOO, sbLOOrange and sbLOOndm CV and compared them to their surface
counterparts.
Our results indicated that the main driver of the patterns found for CV results was the sampling
design. While LOO correctly estimated the interpolation error for random designs, it resulted
in error overestimation in regular and underestimation in clustered sampling designs. The
sample size did not seem to play a role in this process, while larger autocorrelation ranges
only increased the size of these effects: over/underestimation was unnoticeable for short ranges
but was important for long ranges. The effects of spatial sampling and autocorrelation range
on CV for spatial interpolation were explored in Rocha et al. (2020). Briefly, the authors
compared the performance (RMSE) of spatial prediction models for a variety of simulated
landscapes and designs using random 10-fold CV, a resampling technique comparable to LOO
CV, and an independent set of test points. They found that RMSEs estimated using 10-fold
CV and independent samples were similar for small ranges but, as the range increased, the
systematic (regular) design had the greatest 10-fold CV error while having the smallest test
sample error, whereas the opposite was true for close pair and in-fill designs (more similar to
clustered designs). Even though the authors did not directly measure whether these methods
correctly estimated the true error of the simulated outcomes, the patterns found in relation to
the sampling distribution and range agree with our results.
Results for sbLOOrange, i.e. sbLOO with radius equal to the median autocorrelation range of
the covariates, indicated that for long ranges, sbLOOrange overestimated the interpolation error
in all designs. Namely for clustered designs, although it did correct the underestimation of the
error under LOO, estimates of the error were now inflated. Roberts et al. (2017) performed a
simulation study examining random and sbLOO CV with different radii, and compared their
ability to estimate the true RMSE of new independent samples. Roberts and colleagues con-
cluded that random CV errors yielded underestimated RMSEs whereas sbLOO with radius
equal to the residual range resulted in good error estimates. Even though this does not agree
with our results, it must be noted that, in the study by Roberts and colleagues, CV results
were compared to the prediction error of new independent landscape locations (i.e. geographic
extrapolation), which does not apply to spatial prediction interpolation in the geographic space,
where both dependent and independent prediction locations are expected.
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Our proposed method sbLOOndm seemed to correctly address underestimation of the error of
LOO under clustered and non-uniform sampling designs. For random and regular designs,
error estimates were similar or equal to those of LOO. Our NDM algorithm returned sbLOO
radii that were smaller than the landscape range, thus avoiding unnecessary extrapolation in
the predictor space (Roberts et al., 2017) and keeping the largest sample size possible in each
resampling iteration. Even though the potential relevance of the sampling design for spatial CV
has been mentioned in previous studies (Hengl et al., 2018; Meyer et al., 2019), this is the first
attempt to incorporate them into a method. In our study, sbLOOndm performed better than
sbLOOrange for spatial interpolation model validation. We think this is because the existing
methods and guidelines to choose block size/radii for spatial CV methods were designed to
estimate extrapolation error. Indeed, most of the literature concerned with these issues come
from ecology (e.g. Telford and Birks (2009); Valavi et al. (2019); Wenger and Olden (2012)),
where model transferability is of utmost interest. In that context, setting radii that guarantee
independence between training and held-out data makes sense, as the relationships between the
training and prediction data should be emulated during error assessment (Roberts et al., 2017).
However, we argued that in instances where spatial interpolation in the geographical space is
needed and hence independence between the training and prediction locations does not always
hold, the distribution of the samples must also be considered in the CV. Still, further testing
of our proposed method using real-world datasets is required to confirm its potential.
5.3 Recommendations
As a summary of our findings and in order to offer guidance to spatial prediction practitioners,
we designed a graphical summary of our results in form of analysis steps and decision trees
to help to decide whether spatially-explicit models are recommended for spatial interpolation
problems depending on the landscape and sampling data available (Figure 5.1).
The first step consists in performing a thorough spatial exploratory analysis of outcome, predic-
tors, and spatial locations of the samples, in addition to usual predictive modelling exploratory
analyses. This is possibly the most important step, since decisions on modelling and validation
will depend on it. A practical introduction to these methods can be found in Bivand et al.
(2008). The first element to be explored is the landscape autocorrelation, which we suggest
to encompass both the outcome measured at the sample locations, as well as the continuous
predictors. Although by simply mapping the data we can have a first impression of the smooth-
ness/roughness of the fields, we recommend to estimate empirical semivariograms to have an
indication of the degree of autocorrelation in the data. An alternative possibility is to explore
autocorrelation via Moran’s I correlogram. The estimated range can be expressed as a % of the
study area length in one direction, or any other relevant distance benchmark.
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Figure 5.1: Suggested steps to decide on whether to use of spatially-explicit ML and vali-
dation methods in spatial interpolation problems.
Secondly, the distribution of the samples needs to be explored. We can assess whether our
samples follow a random, regular, or clustered pattern via estimation of the F, G, K, and J
functions and their Monte Carlo envelopes, from which we can get insights regarding possible
departures from CSR. If a visual inspection or knowledge of the sampling data seems to indicate
that the distribution may be non-uniform, a non-parametric intensity estimation might help
determining if it is indeed the case. If the locations of the samples are suspected to be correlated
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to one existing covariate, the association can be examined via parametric intensity estimation.
Once information about the landscape autocorrelation and the distribution of the samples has
been gathered, the analyst can follow the decision trees in steps 2 and 3 to check whether a
spatial model/validation is likely to be the best choice for their spatial interpolation problem.
Nonetheless, we still recommend to fit a range of possible models including both non-spatial
and spatial models, and validate them using both random and spatial CV methods. Large
differences between random and spatial CV metrics will indicate that the influence of the
sample distribution and the landscape autocorrelation is important and needs to be considered.
Likewise, fitting both spatial and non-spatial models and comparing them with the appropriate
CV approach may help to confirm that a given model is the most appropriate for a specific
application, as differences between models in our simulation analyses were sometimes small.
5.4 Strengths and limitations
Our study has many strengths. Firstly, it is the first to do a comprehensive evaluation of re-
cently proposed spatially-explicit ML models and validation strategies for spatial interpolation
problems depending on the landscape autocorrelation and the sample size and distribution.
Secondly, it proposes a spatial prediction sandbox framework which grants flexibility for chang-
ing many parameters and adding extensions to test other hypotheses. Finally, it proposes a new
algorithm for sbLOO CV radius estimation after having identified that the current proposals
based solely on the autocorrelation range are not adequate for spatial interpolation problems.
Some limitations must also be acknowledged. First, we could not fully parallelize the sandbox
code due to random seed management problems in the HPC cluster, nor could we use more
recent and efficient libraries for RF model fitting, namely ranger, due to failure in hyper-
threading management in the cluster. These two issues made our code not to be as efficient as
possible and made the successive sandbox runs to be rather long. Secondly, we did not perform
hyperparameter tuning of the RF models but rather took default values for the parameters to
shorten computation times. Even though RF has been acknowledged to be quite insensitive to
(spatial) hyperparameter tuning (Schratz et al., 2019), better performances when doing so could
still be expected (Huang and Boutros, 2016). Thirdly, our estimation of the range parameter
was limited to the median range of the covariate fields, which may subject to limitations when
using real world data. We chose this method rather than approaches based on the samples’ lo-
cations to bypass limitations in automated (hence without visual inspection) outcome/residual
semivariogram fitting with a limited set of clustered (missing large lags, see Reilly and Gelman
2007) and regular (when the range is smaller than the distance between points, see Müller and
Zimmerman 1999) sampling points.
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5.5 Potential extensions
Our sandbox simulation framework would allow to extend analyses to a broader range of cases
not considered in this Master Thesis. A selection of those are:
 We decided to focus on the regression case, but our analyses could be extended to cate-
gorical outcomes.
 Our approach was focused on the purely spatial case. We could however extend the spatial
prediction sandbox to the spatio-temporal case.
 Our results focus on spatial interpolation; however, we could also analyse performance of
the methods when doing geographic extrapolation.
 Our random field simulation assumed stationarity and isotropy, two assumptions that we
could relax.
 We explored the effect of landscape autocorrelation via different range parameters, but
we could also extend this idea to different partial sills and nuggets.
 Our approach ignores the effect of spatial heterogeneity, i.e. the equation to generate
the outcome remains constant in all the study area. We could apply a spatially-varying
generating function.
 Other equations to produce the outcome could be tried in order to see the effect of different
signal-to-noise ratios and number of predictors on the results.
 Our proposed NDM method is designed for sbLOO and cannot be used when performing
spatial block CV. A version of the algorithm for spatial block CV could be developed.
 Our results were exclusively based on RF models, but we could try alternative ML models
as well.
 We did not explore the importance of geographic predictors in spatially-explicit ML mod-
els, which could be done by inspecting variable importance statistics of RF models.
 We could explore whether available variable selection methods for spatial prediction
(Meyer et al., 2019) would effectively detect in which cases additional geographic pre-
dictors in ML models are indeed helpful.
5.6 Conclusions
In this Master Thesis, we set out to investigate under which landscape autocorrelation and
sampling scenarios spatially-explicit ML modeling and validation methods were an optimal
choice for spatial interpolation problems. We discovered that spatially-explicit ML modelling
is only appropriate for long landscape autocorrelation ranges and random and regular sample
designs, while spatial CV methods are only recommended for clustered and non-uniform sam-
ples. Furthermore, we found out that state-of-the-art methods for spatial CV based only on the
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landscape range are not suited for spatial interpolation, and suggested an alternative method
based on both the autocorrelation range and the sample distribution.
These results have a large impact on the spatial interpolation field, since it is the first study
evaluating a broad range of both standard and spatial ML modelling and CV techniques, and
elucidates in what cases one may be preferred over another. Furthermore, our new NDM
method for spatial interpolation CV has proved to be effective in our simulation analyses and,
though it still needs to undergo further testing, showed promising results. Finally, we provide
recommendations on how to decide whether spatially-explicit methods are appropriate based
on a spatial exploratory analysis using spatial statistics tools. Our findings benefit all research
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A.1 Background and hypothesis
Spatial buffer Leave-One-Out cross-validation (sbLOO CV) has been suggested to be a good
method to provide realistic error estimates for spatial prediction (Telford and Birks, 2009). It
consists in a LOO version in which, for each of the points, a model is fitted not only excluding the
held-out observation but also observations within a buffer radius s of that point. By excluding
the neighbouring points in each LOO iteration, a larger degree of independence between training
and held-out data is achieved.
sbLOO requires choosing a parameter, namely the radius s of the buffer. We want to find an
s so that sbLOO CV correctly estimates the true surface error for interpolation problems. As
explained in section 2.2.3, literature generally suggests choosing s equal to the range of the
semivariogram fitted on the model residuals (e.g. Telford and Birks 2009). The reasoning is
that we want to have an estimate of the error when we predict for an independent location
(i.e. model transferability to new areas/extrapolation). Roberts et al. (2017) warns that in fact
s should be at least equal to the residual range because overfitting may have occurred before
that, and that the range in the raw outcome should be evaluated instead. Valavi et al. (2019)
suggests to define the radius based on the median range of the predictor surfaces.
None of these proposed methods to choose s considers the sampling distribution, but rather
they are solely based on the range φ to achieve independent held-out samples. However, when
we want to interpolate and not to predict to new areas, independence of test samples may not
be actually needed, e.g. some of the grid points for which we will predict will be directly at
the side of a training point and hence will not be independent from them anyway. Instead, we
believe that, for spatial interpolation problems, the appropriate radius s will depend on both
the distribution of the samples and the range φ. We want that, during our LOO CV process,
the distribution of the nearest distances between the held-out and train points resembles as
much as possible the distribution of the nearest distances between the grid cells for which we
want to predict (here we assume all grid cells in the study area) and the complete set of training
data, for those distances in which autocorrelation is present.
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For purposes of illustration of the method we propose, we simulate four sets of 100 random,
regular, clustered1 (20 parents, 80 offspring, see section 3.3.1), and clustered2 (10 parents, 90
offspring) points in a 100x100 grid.
Figure A.1: 100 random, regular, clustered1, and clustered2 simulated points for nearest
distance matching illustration.
A.2 Characterising the nearest distance distribution in predic-
tion: The F function
The first step is to characterise the distribution of the distances from each of the grid cells in
the study area for which we want to predict to the nearest sampling point. To do so, we can
use the F function, known as the empty space distribution function in the spatial point process
literature (Baddeley et al., 2015). F is the cumulative distribution function measuring, for a
fixed location u in the study area, the probability of finding a point xi ∈ x within a distance r







1{d(uj ,x) ≤ r}
where m is the total number of cells and d(uj ,x) = min{‖uj − xi‖ : xi ∈ x}; i.e., F̂ (r) is
estimated as the proportion of grid cells that have at least one point within a distance r. Let’s
see the F̂ functions for the simulated points in Figure A.2.
Figure A.2: Theoretical under CRS (red dashed) and estimated (black) F functions for the
4 simulated point sets.
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The red dashed line in Figure A.2 represents the theoretical F function under Complete Spatial
Randomness (CSR, i.e. events distributed independently at random and homogeneously), so it
does not come as a surprise that it coincides with our estimated F̂ function (black line) for the
simulated random design. Nevertheless, under the other designs, they differ. For the regular
design, we see shorter empty space distances that those we would expect under CSR, while for
the clustered the opposite is found.
A.3 Characterizing the nearest distance distribution in LOO
CV: The G function
The G function is known in the point process literature as the nearest neighbour distribution
function (Baddeley et al., 2015), and measures the probability of finding, from a location u
where one of the points in the sample is present, another point within a distance r of that
location; i.e. G(r) = P [d(u,X \ u) ≤ r|X has a point at u]. Since in LOO CV we leave out
each of the points sequentially, we can characterise the distribution of the nearest distances
between the held-out points and the training data during CV using the G function. The







where r is a distance, n is the total number of points, and di = minj 6=i ‖xi − xj‖; i.e., Ĝ(r) is
estimated as the proportion of sample points that have another point at a distance equal or
lower than r. We compute the G functions of our simulated points in Figure A.3.
Figure A.3: Theoretical under CRS (red dashed) and estimated (black) G functions for the
4 simulated point sets.
Similarly to the results for the F function, the estimated Ĝ function (black line) approximates
very well the theoretical G line under CSR (red dashed line). For the regular samples, we see
that Ĝ(r) = 0 for r < 10, and then Ĝ(r) = 1 for r ≥ 10. This is because in the simulated
regular design all (100) points are equally-spaced with a vertical/horizontal spacing of 10 units
in a 100x100 grid, and therefore no neighbours can be found at distances lower than 10, but
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all points have a neighbour for distances equal to 10 and larger. Finally, we expect a larger
number of close neighbours in clustered designs compared to what we would see in a CSR.
A.4 Comparing the G and the F function
Now that we have characterised the nearest distance distribution between training and predic-
tion cells (F function) and LOO CV (G function), we can compare them. Ideally, we would
like our estimated Ĝ function to be as close as possible to the F̂ function, so that the nearest
distances in the LOO CV reproduce as close as possible those that we will find when predicting
the continuous surface. We will do it for our 4 sets of simulated points (Figure A.4).
Figure A.4: Comparison of estimated F̂ and Ĝ functions for the 4 simulated point sets.
A visual comparison of the two functions reveals that for random designs the distribution of the
nearest distances when performing LOO CV (Ĝ) and when predicting the continuous surface
(F̂ ) is very similar, which is not surprising as G and F are equivalent under CSR (Baddeley
et al., 2015). On the other hand, we see that the nearest distances in the surface prediction
(F̂ ) are shorter than those in the LOO CV (Ĝ) for regular designs. The opposite happens for
clustered designs, where nearest distances in the LOO CV are shorter than in prediction.
A.5 Approximating the G function to the F function with sbLOO
Once the differences between the G and the F functions have been analysed, we can try to
modify our LOO CV approach so that the Ĝ function approximates better the F̂ function. We
can do that by using sbLOO where, for each of the held-out points, all neighbouring points
within a radius s are also removed from the data used for training, so that the distances to the
nearest points are enlarged. We can adapt the G function to sbLOO by defining a new function
Gb(r, s) representing the cumulative distribution function of the nearest neighbours distances








where d∗i = minj 6=i{‖xi − xj‖ : ‖xi − xj‖ > s}. That is, Ĝb(r, s) can be estimated as the
proportion of points that have, within the set of neighbours at a distance larger than s, a
neighbour at a distance equal or smaller than r. We can compute the Ĝb function under a grid
of possible radii s = {0, 1, 2, ..., c = F̂−1(0.5)}, i.e. a sequence of integers from 0 to the distance
c where F̂ (c) = 0.5. Note that, for practical applications, the appropriate step size for s will
depend on the study area dimensions and/or the coordinate reference system in use. We can
try this approach with our 4 simulated sets of points (Figure A.5).
Figure A.5: Comparison of estimated F̂ (black bold) and Ĝb functions with different radii
(coloured lines) for the 4 simulated point sets.
Some things can be noted from Figure A.5. Firstly, Ĝb(r, 0) = Ĝ(r), i.e. no buffer is applied.
Secondly, Ĝb(r, s) = 0 for r ≤ s since all points within a radius s are excluded and the condition
(di ≤ r) ∧ (di > s) will never be met. Thirdly, the number of Ĝb functions to be estimated will
be much larger for clustered designs since F−1(0.5) will also be larger. Finally, all Ĝb functions
for the regular case are exactly the same and overlap, as all considered buffer sizes are smaller
than the distance between observations and therefore no point in sbLOO is ever excluded.
The final step is to decide which is the radius that will make Ĝb better approximate F̂ in each
case. We can do that by evaluating the Sum of Squares Error (SSE) between the Ĝb and the
F̂ function for distances r lower or equal than the (residual/outcome/predictor) estimated au-
tocorrelation range φ̂, i.e. r = {0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., φ̂} (step size to be optimised in each application).
The reasoning for that is that we expect the error to be fairly constant for distances beyond
that range, and therefore differences between the two functions beyond it will not be relevant.
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With the calculated SSE, we will take the radius s∗ ∈ s that minimizes that value. If two radii
yield the same SEE and it is the minimum, the smallest of them will be taken.
Supposing φ to be known and φ = 20, the SSE for the different radii for our 4 simulated
samples are included in Table A.1. We find that while s∗, i.e. the radius that minimises the
SSE between the Gb and F function for r ∈ [0, 20] is 0 for the regular and random designs, it is
a larger number for the two clustered designs. For the reasons explained before, the SSEs for
the regular design are constant.
Radius random regular clustered1 clustered2
0 0.25 51.81 30.09 70.41
1 0.46 51.81 29.35 67.24
2 0.85 51.81 25.12 59.75
3 2.16 51.81 18.64 53.32
4 5.08 51.81 8.57 46.22
5 8.71 - 3.38 34.95
6 - - 3.57 20.36
7 - - 6.85 8.68
8 - - 12.74 3.88
9 - - - 4.78
10 - - - 8.04
11 - - - 9.77
12 - - - 11.99
13 - - - 14.49
Table A.1: SSE between sbLOO’s Ĝb(r, s) for different radii and F̂ for the simulated sam-
pling designs and autocorrelation range of 20. The radius minimizing the SSE for each
simulated sampling design is highlighted.
To conclude, we would like to show the effect of having a different range on s∗ (Table A.2). For
φ = 5, the optimal radii for the random and clustered design are still 0, yet for the clustered
designs they are lower than those for φ = 20. This is because, to calculate the SSE in this case,
only r ∈ [0, 5] have been considered. Also because of that, all s ≥ 5 yield the same SSE, as
Ĝb(r, s) = 0 for r <= s. Following this result and to avoid unnecessary computation, we can
limit the grid of radii to be evaluated to smax = min(c, φ) and thus s = {0, 1, 2, ..., smax}.
A.6 Summary of the algorithm
We propose a new method named Nearest Distance Matching (NDM) which aims at finding the
optimal radius for sbLOO CV for spatial interpolation problems based on the distribution of
the samples and the autocorrelation range (Algorithm 1). We expect our algorithm to propose
increasing buffer radii for larger degrees of clustering of the samples, buffers close or equal to
0 for random designs, and buffers equal to 0 for regular designs. Radii for clustered designs
will be larger for scenarios in which the autocorrelation range is longer, and will tend to 0
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Radius random regular clustered1 clustered2
0 0.10 6.15 13.06 28.32
1 0.26 6.19 12.32 25.16
2 0.51 6.19 8.12 17.66
3 1.37 6.19 3.87 11.23
4 2.94 6.19 0.78 4.33
5 3.76 - 1.28 0.64
6 - - 1.28 0.64
7 - - 1.28 0.64
8 - - 1.28 0.64
9 - - - 0.64
10 - - - 0.64
11 - - - 0.64
12 - - - 0.64
13 - - - 0.64
Table A.2: SSE between sbLOO’s Ĝb(r, s) for different radii and F̂ for the simulated sam-
pling designs and autocorrelation range of 5. The radius minimizing the SSE for each
simulated sampling design is highlighted.
for landscapes with no spatial autocorrelation. We expect our algorithm to propose a radius
for sbLOO that will solve underestimation of prediction error when using LOO with clustered
samples, while yielding the same results as LOO for random and regular designs. Note that
step sizes for the s and r grids are optimised for the sandbox, but they should be customised to
each particular application according to the size of the study area and/or coordinate reference
system.
Data: samples (point data), study area (polygon), estimated range (φ̂)
Result: s∗: radius for sbLOO CV for interpolation ;
initialize;
compute F̂ (r) function;
get a distance c such that F̂ (c) = 0.5;
define maximum radius as smax = min(c, φ̂);
for ∀s ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., smax} do
for ∀r ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., φ̂} do
compute Ĝb(r, s) function;
end
compute SSE(s) between F̂ (r) and Ĝb(r, s) for r ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., φ̂};
end
s∗ = argmins SSE(s) ;
finalize;




Figure B.1: Example of a simulated outcome surface (A) and four predicted surfaces accord-
ing to the different included models (B) for n = 50, regular distribution, and a landscape
with range equal to 40%.
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Figure B.2: RMSE (surface) of ML spatial interpolation models by sampling distribution
and range, for sample size n = 100. Each boxplot consists of 100 data points resulting from
100 sandbox iterations.
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Figure B.3: MAE (surface) of ML spatial interpolation models by sampling distribution
and range, for sample size n = 100. Each boxplot consists of 100 data points resulting from
100 sandbox iterations.
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Figure B.4: R2 (surface) of ML spatial interpolation models by sampling distribution and
range, for sample size n = 100. Each boxplot consists of 100 data points resulting from 100
sandbox iterations.
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Figure B.5: Ratio of CV to surface RMSE of ML spatial interpolation models by sampling
distribution and range, for sample size n = 100. Each boxplot consists of 100 data points
resulting from 100 sandbox iterations.
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Figure B.6: Ratio of CV to surface MAE of ML spatial interpolation models by sampling
distribution and range, for sample size n = 100. Each boxplot consists of 100 data points
resulting from 100 sandbox iterations.
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Figure B.7: Difference of CV minus surface R2 of ML spatial interpolation models by
sampling distribution and range, for sample size n = 100. Each boxplot consists of 100
data points resulting from 100 sandbox iterations.
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